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Over the last few years I have participated in a
number of groups, both volunteer and professional. As I
began to take more responsibil�ty in these groups, I
soon realized I did not feel comfortable in a group that
focused on one leader or allowed a few select in
dividuals to -control the or-ganization. I much pr-eferr-ed
the give and take of a group of equals.

But h6w would we get anything done without leaders?
As I r-ead more I
I soon discovered shared leadership.
found .variations of this approach showing up in the
oddest places: business management handbooks, negotiat
ing techniques seminars and social change periodicals to
name a few. I became convinced this approach has a lot
to offer- groups of all types.

This pamphlet sets out some basic suggestions about
how to get started with a shared leadership approach.
Clearly defined roles that must be assumed by many of
the group's member-s are vital to shared leadership.
In
addition to completing tasks, roles are designed to
support the group's emotional fabr-ic which must be kept
strong if the group is to accomplish its goals. I have
touched on these areas here and others that most
frequently concern those interested in shared leader
ship.

By design, this discussion is brief in the hope you
will start experimenting with these techniques im
mediately rather than waiting until you have more time
to "study" them.
Many of these techniques can also be
combined with traditional leadership models.
Incor
porate them into your already on-going groups to ma e
�
them more participatory I effective
and just
lain
lively!
z
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PARADIGM SHIFT:

NEW SOCIAL PATTERN

Sociologists are currently seeing a shift from a
hierarchical or pyramid mo-del of social organization to
a horizontal or network style. Shared leadership is
part of this changing pattern.
This change is being
labeled a paradigm shift.
(Paradigms are simply pat
terns.)
The pyramid model, the only model used until
recently
in
biological
theory and organizational
designs, portrays life forms as inherently unequal and
ranks them hierarchically.
Those lower on the scale
must be controlled by whatever forms are nearer the apex
of the pyramid.
The old model is a machine like view demanding
conformity and adjustment,
aggressive
leaders and
passive followers.
All change can be initiated only by
"authority" which is usually static and unyielding.
The new paradigm is a horizontal modal, a circle of
equality containing multiple and overlapping connec
tions. This model is fluid and open ended, creating an
ecosystem of 3-dimensionality.
The new model depends on valuing all elements in
the biosphere, recognizing the autonomy of others, and
believing that mutual respect can lead to dynamic
relationships that stimulate regeneration and self
renewal. This model conveys a sense of wholeness as all
life forms connect naturally with one another in an
interdependent web. Shared leadership fits this model.
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The following roles are designed to aid your
g["oup's functioning. Although most can be filled at the
time of the meeting, it is preferable to have a facilit
ator(s) and recorder selected prior to the meeting.
Facilitator (convener) Compiles agenda before the
meeting. Moves the group through the agenda in the time
available. Keeps the group on the topic.
Points out
agreements or . possible compromises. Tests consensus or
the need for further discussion.
Co-facilitators are
effective since they can spell one another and keep a
more watchful eye on the emotional tone of the group.
·The recorder
Recorder Keeps detailed minutes.
reads back group agreements at the end of each agenda
item if appropriate.
Time Watcher
Keeps track of the pace of the
meeting.
If agenda items have been assigned specific
time limits, the time watcher gives warnings with good
humor when the time limit is approaching.
Visual Aid Writer
Writes brainstorming ideas,
future agenda items, and summaries of small group
reports on large paper for everyone to see.
Latecomer/Ne111COR1er Briefer
Collects any handouts
and gives them to people arriving late. Greets any late
arrivals at the door and briefs them.
Keeps track of who wants
Who-speaks-next Watcher
to speak, calling on each in turn.
Participants-can
indicate they want to speak and then follow the discus
sion without struggling for a chance to comment.
Light and Lively Leader A "light and lively" is a
quick tension reliever, mood lightener, song, or wake-up
game. These should be humorous and energetic.
Process Observer From time to time a _ group can
_____benefit.from .. having --somebody- obser-ve how it ·works·.-· 1&1hen···
reporting to the group, always point
out helpful
suggestions that were made or pr-ocedures that were used
during the meeting that move the group forward.
Once
the group has a sense of its strengths, it is easier to
consider possible improvements.
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Nurturing the Mind
ACCOMPLISHMENTS (Completing Tasks)
Any group needs to complete tasks if its members are to
real the group is worthwhile.
In order to achieve
concrete goals, members should take responsibility ror
making sure the following activities get done by tha
group as a whole:
-- Exchanging Information:
offering facts, opinions,
ideas and suggestions and soliciting the same from a
variety of members.
-- Initiating action:
proposing goals and tasks that
can lead to meeting these goals.
-- Setting Direction: rocusing attention on the task
and developing plans concerning how to proceed.
pulling together relevant ideas, sug
-- Summarizing:
gestions, plans, and proposals; stating major points.
-- Coordinating:
keeping relationships clear between
sub-groups, the larger group, and individuals; reminding
group members of the relationship between activities it
is committed to and proposed next steps.
examining the practicality �nd
Reality-tasting:
�orkability of plans, drawing on past experiences and
histor-y.
-- Evaluating:
comparing group decisions and ac
complishments with long-range goals, analyzing implications for future action.
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and Soul of the Group
RELATIONSHIPS (Bonding & Morale)
A group has an emotional life Just as any individual
does. All members of the group should be aware of what
it takes to keep this emotional life healthu. The
following list includes the major areas of concern.
Encouraging participation: supporting participation
by
recognizing
contributions; respecting the waus
individual members feel comfortable participating.
helping turn co11Harmonizing and comproraising:
flicts
into
opportunities for creative soluti0n ■ 1
reminding group members to keep unity in mind during
conflict.
Relieving tension:
creating a
atmosphere by taking breaks, doing
activities, and laughing together.

safe and relaxed
non-work-related

Aiding communication:
making sure that communica
tion is accurate to help eliminate misunderstandings.
Evaluating emotional climate:
paying attention to
how people are feeling about the group and each other.
Setting standards:
restating the group goals to
help maintain awareness concerning the direction of the
group's work and accomplishments.
Promoting an
open ataaosphara:
supporting an
openness where members are not afraid to take risks when
expressing themselves.

GOOD FEATURES OF MEETINGS
Opening

A poem, song or short ceremony, depending on
the nature of the group, helps to bring the
members together.
A •Feelings check• where members go around the
circle describing their current moods, helps
everyone get in touch with each other, and
clear their mind so they will be able to
freely focus on the group's agenda. This can
vary from several sentences to just one word
depending on the length of the agenda or the
tone of the meeting.

Agenda

Prepare in advance, write on large sheets, and
post on wall.
Review and amend. Estimate
times for each item.
Start and close with
easier items.
Try to break larger items into
several, more manageable issues.

Breaks

Schedule several breaks. Also schedule longer
times, lunch perhaps, when members have a
chance to informally visit. Use a "light and
lively" several times during the meeting.

Evaluate

This can be informal, perhaps a "feelings
check" about the meeting.
This will provide
closure and give tips for how to improve
following meetings.

ClDBing

End with an upbeat or inspirational reading,
song or chant depending on the nature of the
group, to make members feel connected and
positive about the meeting.
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Incorporating Ne• Members
It is important to make new
members feel at home. Giving them information about the
- group that explains 1 ts purpose i�f heirpful. -- Mak frig sure
more established members take time during the breaks to
speak to the new members and find out why they came and
what their concerns are is another ideal method of
reaching out.

CONFLICT RESOLUTION
On-going gLoups experience conflict among membeLs
at some point unless everyone always agLeesl Conrlict
is necessary and can be a creative dynamic. When
conflict occurs, it invites the gLoup to become mo� ■
aware of the ways in which it woLks. Conflict can often
offer an opportunity foL gLowth and actually pLecipitate
intimacy among the membeLs if handled propeLlU·
Conflict often gLows out of a feeling of compe
tition among the gLoup's membeLs,
FosteLing a coopeLa
tive attitude in the gLoup is a good preventative foL
unnecessary conflict.
Many conflicts arise from miscommunication.
One
way to avoid conflict is foL the group members to
!hen if a miscom
activelu listen to one anotheL,
munication does occur, gLoup members can assist claLify
ing what was actually meant by each membeL involved in
the conflict.
A few helpful tips foL handling conflict:
sepaLate people fLom the problem so individuals do
not feel peLsonally attacked;
focus on the underlying inteLests and human needs
of the peLsons in conflict, not on their stated
positions;
generate a vaLiety of positions through brain
storming befoLe deciding what to do.

A FEW WORDS ABOUT CONSENSUS
Consensus is a process for making group decisions
without voting. Consensus, to be effective, requires
careful discussion based on a variety of information and
viewpoints, Decisions reached by consensus are usually
a synthesis of proposals or new ones that develop as a
result of the discussion.
Consensus does not mean
unanimity.
Individuals can stand aside when they
disagree with a decision and allow the group to act.
Many small groups actually use a kind of consensus
process even though they do take official votes. These
groups take votes only when they feel the group is in
near complete
agreement.
Such groups will often
reconsider close votes.
Consensus
fully
incorporates
both
task and
relationship aspects of group process into decision
making and is particularly useful to groups in which
members
highly
value
their personal association.
Consensus or modified consensus procedures are often
adopted by groups using shared leadership techniques.

SOURCES OF ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
NEW SOCIETY PUBLISHERS
P.O. Box 582, Santa Cruz, CA.
95061, 800-333-9093.
Excellent books on leadership
techniques, non-violence, and feminism.
THE CENTER FOR CONFLICT RESOLUTION
731 State Street,
Uery helpful
Madison, Wisconsin 53703 (608) 255-0�79.
manuals on consensus decision making and facilitation.
THE ALBAN INSTITUTE �125 Nebraska Ave., NW, Washington,
D.C. 20016 (800)-�57-267�.
Information is geared
specifically to
religious organizations.
Conflict
management publications are particularly useful.
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